SIX NIGHTS MUGIE + IL MORAN FLY IN SAFARI
Safari Departure Date : Daily

Itinerary
Day 01:
Pick up from your hotel for the transfer to Wilson airport for your scheduled Governors Aviation
flight to Mugie House. Set on a private conservancy Mugie House offers a myriad of activities by
which to explore and enjoy its vast open landscapes and abundant wildlife.
Perched on a hill are nine individual stone cottages each with sweeping views of the Laikpia
landscape. A large main house with open log fires will host guests for relaxing cocktails and
scrumptious meals. An infinity pool offers lovely shaded areas and a casual alfresco dining area
while a large waterhole set in front of the house attracts a variety of wildlife with a hide to offer
some close encounters.
Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred to the house.
Overnight – Mugie House.
Day 02:
Day spent at leisure with activities in Mugie House.
Overnight – Mugie House.
Day 03:
Day spent at leisure with activities in Mugie House.
Overnight – Mugie House.
Day 04:
You will be transferred to the airstrip for your flight to the Mara. Upon your arrival in the Mara,
you will be met by camp vehicles for the transfer to the camp where you arrive in time for lunch.
After lunch you will depart for a series of game drives.
Dinner and Overnight – Il Moran Camp (FB).

Day 05:
Rising at dawn with tea and coffee, then a game drive before breakfast, catching the animals before
the heat of the day sets in. Rest of the morning at leisure, and then a further game drive in the
afternoon before returning to the camp as the sun sets.
Dinner and Overnight – Il Moran Camp (FB).
Day 06:
Rising at dawn with tea and coffee, then a game drive before breakfast, catching the animals before
the heat of the day sets in. Rest of the morning at leisure, and then a further game drive in the
afternoon before returning to the camp as the sun sets.
Dinner and Overnight – Il Moran Camp (FB).
Day 07:
After an early morning game drive, breakfast you will be transferred to the airstrip for the flight
back to Nairobi.

NB. Luggage allowance is strictly limited to 15kgs per person in small soft bags only.

